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Two well known problems in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks are the exposed-node (EN) 
and hidden-node (HN) problems. EN occurs when the carrier-sensing mechanism (CS) of 
the MAC protocol (e.g., 802.11) is over-aggressive and prohibits reasonable 
simultaneous transmissions which are not physically interfering with each other, thus 
causing bandwidth underutilization; while HN occurs when CS is over-conservative and 
allows simultaneous transmissions which are interfering, and thus fails to prevent packet 
collisions and bandwidth wastage. Both EN and HN can cause performance 
degradations. 
While there have been isolated and incidental studies of EN and HN, a comprehensive 
treatment has not been attempted. The contributions of this thesis are three-fold. First, we 
provide formal mathematical definitions for EN and HN. Second, we relate EN to the 
non-scalability of network capacity; and HN to excessive packet collisions and unfair 
throughput distributions in the network. Third, we provide schemes to eliminate EN and 
HN. With standard 802.11，more access points (APs) do not yield higher capacity due to 
the existence of EN; with our schemes, more APs do give proportionally higher capacity. 
We thus show that it is possible for a CSMA/CA (i.e., Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access/Collision Avoidance) 802.11-like network to achieve scalable capacity 
commensurate with the seminal theoretical results in [1], [2]. By removing HN, on the 
other hand, we solve a class of performance problems related to HN, including 
throughput unfairness/starvation and "re-routing instability", which have only been 
addressed in an isolated manner in the literature to date. Last but not least, we believe the 
framework provided in this thesis opens up many fruitful areas for future research - for 
example, the incorporation of directional antennas and dedicated control channels for 
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further improvement, and the adaptation of our schemes in indoor environments 
characterized by irregular power propagation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivations and Contributions 
IEEE 802.11 [3] Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) have had large-scale 
deployments throughout the world. In addition, 802.11 Wireless Ad-hoc Networks [1] 
have found exciting applications in military and emergency services. 
With the increasing popularity of IEEE 802.11 technology, it is not unusual to see 
multiple overlapping 802.11 wireless networks being deployed over the same 
geographical area. This gives rise to two well known problems that cause performance 
degradations - Exposed-node (EN) and Hidden-node (HN) problems [4]. 
Both EN and HN are related to imperfect operation of the carrier-sensing mechanism in 
802.11. The carrier-sensing mechanism of an ideal multi-access protocol should satisfy 
the following two conditions. (1) First, it should disallow simultaneous transmissions by 
two interfering links (a "link" is a transmitter-receiver pair). When that happens, one or 
both of the transmissions will fail, depending on the interfering relationships. This results 
in retransmissions and bandwidth wastage. (2) Second, to exploit space reuse, it should 
allow simultaneous transmissions by non-interfereing links. Prohibiting such 
transmissions lowers the network capacity unnecessarily. However, the 802.11 MAC 
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protocol may fail to satisfy either of the two conditions. Basically, HN occurs when the 
protocol fails to satisfy the condition (1)： while EN occurs when it fails to satisfy the 
condition �. S e c t i o n 2.2 explains HN and EN in detail with examples. 
The contributions of this thesis are three-fold: 
1. Definitions of EN and HN — Previous studies of EN and HN focused on 
incidental examples and scenarios. In particular, concrete definitions of EN and 
HN are lacking. Without rigorous definitions of EN and HN, it would be difficult 
to devise and prove the comprehensiveness of solutions to the problems. This 
thesis points out that EN and HN in 802.11 networks are due to relationships 
between links rather, than nodes, and proposes a graph model to provide formal 
mathematical definitions for them accordingly. 
2. Relating EN to Non-scalability Problem and HN to Excessive Collisions and 
Bandwidth Unfairness/Starvation Problem - It turns out that ultimately, it is 
EN that causes 802.11 networks to be non-scalable. It is a common 
misconception that capacity problem in 802.11 WLAN can be solved by 
deploying more Access Points (APs). The argument is that APs are cheap and 
therefore one should simply buy more APs when the network runs out of capacity 
as user population grows. This thesis shows that this is not a viable solution. In 
particular, the overall network capacity quickly reaches a saturation point as more 
APs are deployed, and that EN is the underlying cause. HN, on the other hand, 
causes excessive collisions, which trigger unfair bandwidth allocations among the 
users and "Re-routing instability" [5]. 
3. Elimination of EN and HN - With the graph model as a guideline, this thesis 
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proposes and investigates a scheme to eliminate EN and a scheme to eliminate 
HN. In particular, we demonstrate that an 802.11-like CSMA/CA network that 
scales according to the theoretical results in [1], [2] is possible with our schemes. 
For a fixed Client-Node/AP ratio, the capacity is of order n, where n is the node 
density. By eliminating the root cause of HN, the associated bandwidth 
unfairness/starvation and "Re-routing instability" problems are also removed. 
1.2 Related Works 
Most of earlier investigations address EN and HN separately, with the majority focusing 
on HN. Reference [6] is one of the first papers trying to remove HN in ad hoc networks. 
In its proposed protocol, a node needs to transmit a busy tone while receiving a signal. 
This raises a practical concern since the required frequency isolation in not trivial - it is 
very difficult for a node to listen and transmit at the same time even at different 
frequencies if they are not sufficiently far apart. Reference [7], [8], [9], [10] dealt with 
the problems induced by HN - such as "re-routing instability" and unfair throughput 
distributions - rather than elimination of HN itself. 
Previous works on EN have not formally studied the relationship between EN and 
scalability. References [11] and [12] developed power-controlled MAC protocols to 
improve spatial reuse. Potentially, they can solve the non-scalability problem - neither 
examines the scalability issue, however. Also, the scheme in [11] requires a node to 
continuously transmit busy tone signals in the form of short pulses while it is receiving a 
packet, and the scheme in [12] requires a separate control channel to exchange power 
information. These are substantial deviations from the current 802.11 standard and may 
not be simple to implement because of the complex transceiver designs that will be 
necessary. 
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Reference [13] tried to remove HN and EN using "Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access". 
Again, this scheme needs two busy-tone channels, which deviates from the 802.11 
standard and is not easy to implement. 
In short, few previous works provide a comprehensive and combined treatment of EN 
and HN. Also, our work can be considered as an extension beyond the current 
802.11 -standard-based products without introducing complex implementations such as 
simultaneous reception and transmission of signals. We believe that the framework in 
this thesis also opens up many new directions of research, as will be discussed in the 
conclusion. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2，we review aspects of IEEE 
802.11 standard related to our work, and explain what are HN and EN in detail through 
examples. Chapter 3 models the various constraints against simultaneous transmissions 
(spatial reuse) in terms of a set of mathematical inequalities. In particular, we point out 
that non-scalability is caused by "artificial" protocol constraints that do not correspond to 
the fundamental physical-interference constraints. Chapter 4 formally defines EN and 
HN, and formulates a graph model (based on the constraints in Chapter 3) to capture the 
EN and HN relationships in any given network. Chapter 5 presents s scheme called SDN 
(Selective Disregard ofNAVs) to remove EN. The non-scalability of the original 802.11 
network and the scalability of SDN networks are demonstrated by simulations and 
analysis in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7，we present a scheme called HFD (Hidden-node Free 
Design) to remove HN. Chapter 8 shows that HFD eliminates the performance problems 
associated with HN. In Chapter 9，we show how to combine SDN and HFD in a 
complementary manner to achieve the advantages of both. Finally, Chapter 10 concludes 
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Chapter 2 Background 
Chapter 2 
Background 
2.1 IEEE 802.11 
2.1.1 Basics of 802.11 Standard 
802.2 Logical link control (LLC) 
• 802.11 MAC 
802.11 802.11 802.11a 802.11b 
FHSS PHY DSSS PHY OFDM PHY HR/DSSS PHY 
Figure 2-1: The IEEE 802.11 Network Technology Family Tree. 
IEEE 802.11 shares the same 802.2 Logical link control with 802.3 (Ethernet). There are 
a few variants of 802.11 physical layer [3], including 802.11 FHSS (Frequency Hopping 
Spread Spectrum) and 802.11 DSSS (Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum). These physical 
layers come from the older generations of the WLAN standard that only support 1 to 2 
Mbps data rate. Later revisions to 802.11 added additional physical layers: 802.11b [14] 
HR/DSSS (High-Rate Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum) and 802.11a [15] OFDM 
(Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing). 802.11a and 802.1 Ig [16] offer wireless 
transmission at up to 54Mbps, and the latter operates in the same spectrum as 802.11b 
and is thus compatible with it. 802. l i e [17] provides Quality of Service. 
Now we introduce two most common access modes in IEEE 802.11 MAC. 
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2.1.1.1 Basic Access Mode 
The basic access mode of IEEE 802.11 DCF [3] is based on the standard CSMA/CA 
access mechanism. The wireless device listens to see whether the channel is idle before 
transmitting a DATA packet. After correctly receiving the DATA, the receiver 
acknowledges it with an ACK packet (see Figure 2-2.). Random backoff is used to avoid 
collisions of packet simultaneously transmitted by multiple stations, which will be 
elaborated in Subsection 2.1.3.2. In the following figure, DIFS ("Distributed Interference 
Space") and SIFS ("Short Interference Space") are fixed short intervals defined by the 
802.11 standard (Their length and descriptions will be shown in Table 1 of Subsection 
2.1.3.2). 
y y 
^ D A T A ^ ^ B r L I f 
(a) 成 ra ^ ^ A S M J e 
(b) B 滴 j j 
A H k C 
II 
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DIPS  
^ > DATA DATA 
Source ^ _ ^ 
SIFS  ACK 
Destination 
< > 
DIPS I I I I I 
Other NAV 
V. ^ ) 
Y Y 
Wait for Defer access … … reattempt time 
Figure 2-2. Basic Access Mode 
2.7.7.2 RTS/CTS Access Mode 
Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) [3] are two optional signals used to 
prevent collisions in 802.11. Turning on this feature may improve performance when 
some wireless stations are not in direct sensing range of each other. Whenever a station is 
about to send data, it first sends out an RTS frame to the target station. If the target 
station receives an RTS, it responds with a CTS. Upon hearing either the RTS or CTS, all 
stations except the station that sent out the RTS will refrain from transmitting for a 
certain period of time as specified by an NAV (Network Allocation Vector) field in the 
RTS/CTS frame. In this way, the station that originated the RTS could then send out its 
data frame without worrying about collisions from other stations. Using RTS/CTS not 
just reserves the radio link for transmission, it also silences any stations that hear it (see 
Figure 2-3). Note that collisions among RTS/CTS packets are still possible. However, the 
main essence of RTS/CTS is that collisions of RTS/CTS packets are less costly compared 
with collisions of regular DATA packets, since RTS/CTS packets are much shorter than 
regular packets. 
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(a) 谓 ( 2 0 bytes) ^ 面 requests to send C 
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(c) j ! ^ B ^ J k 成 Data frame D 
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^ DIPS J  
^ ^ RTS . DATA 
Source <—> 
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Figure 2-3. RTS/CTS Access Mode 
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2.1.2 Types of Networks 
^ ^ ^ ^ \ 
Figure 2-4: Ad-hoc Networks 
f / 
•cccM Point 
D X X o 
Figure 2-5: Infrastructure Networks. 
Generally, two types of networks are supported by 802.11b. They are ad-hoc network and 
infrastructure network. 
Figure 2-4 shows an Ad-hoc Networks. In this mode, the wireless stations form a local 
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communication network where they communicate directly with each other. No 
centralized unit is needed in this mode. 
Unlike an ad-hoc network, stations communicate with each other via a base station called 
the Access Point in an infrastructure network, as shown in Figure 2-5. Traffic must pass 
through the AP before being forwarded to its destination. Even if two stations are 
communicating with each other, they must first send the data to the AP and then let the 
AP forward the data to the destination. Most of the current deployed WLAN operates in 
the infrastructure mode. 
The next sub-section gives a brief introduction on the transmission strategy employed in 
802.11b technology. . 
2.1.3 Automatic Repeat request (ARQ) in 802.11b 
Timeout 
0 i … ""“i 2 “ 
\ll\l\l 
\ /AckO \ /Ackl \ / Ack2 Figure 2-6: Retransmission due to packet lost. 
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Timeout 
V彻/ 
\ /Acko \ / Ack 1 \ / \ /Ack2 
Figure 2-7: Retransmission due to ACK lost. 
ARQ is a protocol for error control in data transmission. There are several commonly 
used ARQ techniques, such as "Stop & Wait”，“Go back n", and "Selective repeat". In 
802.11b, ARQ is implemented at the link layer (layer 2). The link-layer ARQ employs 
the simple Stop & Wait ARQ scheme with positive acknowledgements. Figure 2-6 and 
Figure 2-7 show the two scenarios in which ARQ would take effect. With Stop & Wait 
ARQ, each transmitted packet must be acknowledged before the next packet can be sent. 
If either the packet or its acknowledgement is lost, the sender of the packet will not 
receive any acknowledgement, and the sender will retransmit the packet after a certain 
time-out period. 
2.1.3.1 Importance of Link-layer ARQ in Wireless Networks 
There are two main reasons why ARQ is essential in the WLAN, as elaborated below: 
(1) Transmission errors 
Compared with transmission over wires, wireless transmission is much more 
susceptible to transmission errors (i.e., bit errors). The transmission errors may be 
due to channel noise or channel interference. 
12 
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(2) Packet collisions 
• Within the Carrier-sensing (CS) range, collisions may occur when more than 
one sender happen to transmits at the same time slot. 
• Outside the CS range, collisions may occur due to Hidden-node Problem 
(HN). In this case, carrier-sensing, a critical mechanism in CSMA to avoid 
collisions, partially breaks down. For example, consider two interfering links 
(link 1 and link 2). When Si (the sender in link 1) is transmitting, S2 (the 
sender of link 2) should be warned against transmitting. But if S2 is outside 
the CS range o i Si, the second transmission may proceed and collide with the 
first one. Note that collisions due to HN are far more serious than collisions 
within CS Range,.because without CS, S2S transmission may begin at any 
time during the Si's transmission and destroy the ongoing packet. This thesis 
focuses on this type of packet loss due to HN. 
2.1.3.2 MAC Algorithm of 802.11b Standard 
According to the specification of 802.11, the MAC (Medium Access Control) algorithm 
is as follows [3]: 
A station will transmit an initial packet if it senses that the wireless medium is idle for a 
period DIFS (Distributed Interference Space). 
If the medium is busy, the station waits for i time slots before attempting to transmit, 
where i is a random value chosen from the backoff integer interval [0,7], with j set to 31 
initially. A backoff counter keeps track of the number of time slots to wait. 
13 
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1. Decrement the counter after each time slot has transpired. However, suspend the 
countdown whenever the wireless medium is sensed to be busy due to transmission by 
other stations. 
2. Send the packet when the counter value reaches 0. 
3. If no link-layer ACK is received after SIFS (Short Interference Space), double the 
value of the backoff integer interval (exponential backoff algorithm) — that is, j 
<r-. 2*7+7, and choose another value randomly from it as the backoff counter value. 
Goto (3). 
The 802.11b ARQ is not 100% reliable (i.e., packet loss is still possible) because each 
packet will be retransmitted at most a certain number of times. Generally, there could be 
a maximum of 7 transmission, attempts (1 original + 6 retransmissions) for a packet. 
DIPS 
S e n t o I DATA ~TT1 “ 
Receiver ACK i . ^ Y , Time 
J * ^ Contention window olro 
Figure 2-8: Basic operation of sending data in 802.11b. 
The technical terms and their values are defined as follows: 
Table 1: Definitions of 802.11b technical terms 
Term Defined Description 
value 
Slot time 20|is Used in the exponential backoff algorithm 
SIFS 10)Lis Carrier sensing period for highest-priority data (e.g., 
14 
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ACK). Its value is smaller than DIFS, ensuring the 
receiver has the chance to acknowledge the packet before 
any sender can transmit the next packet. Therefore, 
Layer-2 ACKs and packets do not collide. 
DIFS 50|is Carrier sensing period for regular data packets. 
When there is more than one station transmitting data in the same wireless channel, 
collisions may occur. WLAN is not like the Ethernet in the sense that it uses collision 
avoidance (CSMA/CA) instead of collision detection (CSMA/CD) because collision 
detection is difficult in the wireless environment - when a station transmits, its signal is 
overwhelmingly larger than signals from other sources at the station's receiver so that it 
is hard to detect collisions from other signals. 
2.2 Hidden- and Exposed-node Problems 
A good multi-access protocol for wireless networks is essential for good network 
performance. Ideally, it should satisfy the following two conditions. First, it should avoid 
situations in which when two links transmit simultaneously, one or both of the 
transmissions fail. Two such links are said to be interfering. When one link is 
transmitting, the other must be prevented from transmitting through the carrier-sensing 
mechanism (CS) of the multi-access protocol. Second, to exploit space reuse, it should 
allow simultaneous transmissions when they do not mutually interfere. Prohibiting such 
transmissions lowers the network capacity unnecessarily. 
However, multi-access protocols (e.g., the most commonly used IEEE 802.11) often fail 
to satisfy either of the above two conditions. Roughly, HN occurs when the protocol fails 
to satisfy the first condition： while EN occurs when it fails to satisfy the second condition. 
15 
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In other words, HN occurs when the protocol allow simultaneous transmissions that lead 
to transmission failure; while EN occurs when the protocol prevents simultaneous 
transmissions that would have succeeded. 
Example of HN and EN 
With reference to Figure 2-9, consider a Wireless LAN with an AP and some clients 
within a distance of dmax, where dmax is the maximum transmission range. The clients 
STAl and STA2 only communicate with the AP, but not with each other. When STAl is 
transmitting to the AP, STA2 should not transmit to the AP. So, to avoid HN, the physical 
carrier-sensing range, PCSRange, should be larger than 2dmax so that the transmission of 
STAl can be sensed by STA2 and prevents STA2 from transmitting (Physical Carrier 
Sensing Mechanism). 
4 dma\ M dmax V 4 A I 
STAl API STA2 
Figure 2-9. A Single-Cell Wireless Network 
The situation is a little different for a multi-cell or ad hoc network, as illustrated in Figure 
2-10，in which IR is the interference range for transmission over dmax- Specifically, the 
ACK of API to STAl can destroy the DATA from AP2 to STA3, since API is within IR 
of STA3. Therefore, the two links should not transmit simultaneously. To avoid HN, one 
condition is that PCSRange > + IR . Generally, IR can be expressed as (1+A)J for a 
16 
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link with distance d. So, for this example, to avoid HN, we need 
PCSRange>0 + ^)d^^. 
厂、 
4 这匪 M dmax V 4 </max • \ 4 A 4 A 4 STAl API SrA3 AP2 STA2 w Figure 2-10. Multi-cell Network or Ad hoc Network 
Figure 2-11 is an example of EN. Due to carrier sensing, links (API, STAl) and (AP2, 
STA2) cannot transmit together, even though there is no mutual interference. That there 
is no mutual interference is because d(APl, AP2) > (1+A) d(APl, STAl) and (1+A) 
d(AP2, STA2), where d(z, j) is the distance between nodes i and j. However, the 
carrier-sensing range of PCSRange > d(APl, AP2) prevents the simultaneous 
transmissions. In general, the larger the carrier-sensing range, the worse is the EN 
problem. 
STAl/參 ^ ^ / • \ • 1 
• • • • • • • ” 
• 1 API 0 API _ AP3 
Figure 2-11. Exposed-Node Problem (EN) 
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As a result of EN, deploying more APs does not help to increase the network capacity 
which is somewhat contrary to the popular belief. Consider the example in Figure 2-12 
with respect to Figure 2-11. Adding one AP does not help because all the nodes 
associated with the new WLAN are within the carrier-sensing range of the adjacent 
WLANs. Of course, one can use different frequencies to isolate neighboring WLANs. 
However, frequencies do run out when we add more and more APs, and given a limited 
number of frequencies (e.g. in 802.11b and 802. l lg, there are only three orthogonal 
frequency channels), the overall network capacity will become non-scalable as we add 
more and more client stations. 
• • • • • • { • ” 
\ API • • AP L 
Figure 2-12. EN leads to Non-scalable Capacity 
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Chapter 3 
Physical Interference Constraints and 
Protocol Constraints 
This chapter clarifies the relationships between the interferences among simultaneously 
transmitting links and the carrier-sensing operation. Ultimately, it is the interplay 
between interferences and carrier sensing that is causing EN and HN. 
There are three kinds of interferences. Subsection 3.1 reviews the fundamental "physical 
interference" which exists regardless of whether the underlying MAC protocol is 802.11 
or not. Subsection 3.2 characterizes the "physical interference" caused by the ARQ 
mechanism of the 802.11 MAC protocol. Subsection 3.3 presents constraints against 
simultaneous transmissions due to the carrier sensing mechanism of the 802.11 MAC 
protocol and a specific receiver behavior of today's 802.11 products. 
3.1 Protocol-independent Physical Interference 
Constraints 
Throughout the thesis, all nodes in the network use the same uniform transmission power 
Pt. We define a "power propagation function" P(Pt ； d), as the received power at a node 
with a distance of d from the transmitter. In most occasions below, ； d) will be 
simply written as P(d). 
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To model physical interference, this thesis adopts the "protocol model" in [1]. Let J] and 
Ri be the transmitter and receiver of link i, respectively. For brevity, we will also use T] 
and Ri to denote their positions in the following discussion. Consider two links, links 1 
and 2. For links 1 and 2 to be established, the received powers must be larger than a 
receiver threshold Pi {Pi is usually the minimum received power required to decode the 
payload in DATA packet): 
八I巧一民丨)>巧 
If the power propagation function P{d) is a decreasing function of the distance d, the 
above can be translated into 
17；-/?, |<TxRange 
T\ 一 1< TxRange 
where TxRange is called "transmission range". 
The model in [1] assumes link 2 can interfere with link 1 if 
P{\T,-R,\)>P{\T,-R, \)IK ⑴ 
and link 1 can interfere with link 2 if 
P{\T,-R, \)>P{\T,-R, \)IK ( 2 ) 
where K > \ is the minimum Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR), or "power margin", 
required for proper detection. A typical value for A： is 10. Simultaneous transmissions in 
links 1 and 2 will result in collisions if either (1) or (2) is true. Note that this is 
independent of the specific multi-access protocol used. 
Although reference [1] names the model a "protocol model", it may not capture all 
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interferences in a wireless network with a specific protocol. Inequality (1) is simply the 
physical consequence that given the same transmission power, the power received by R! 
from Ti must be sufficiently larger than the power received by R! from T2 in order that 
the signal from Tj can be successfully decoded. Additional interferences may be caused 
by other operational details of a multi-access protocol. 
3.2 Protocol-specific Physical Interference Constraints 
In 802.11, each atomic data transfer on a link i consists of a DATA frame in the forward 
direction followed by an ACK frame in the reverse link i, in the other direction. Not only 
is DATA-DATA collisions possible, the ACK on one link may collide with the DATA or 
ACK on other links. So, simultaneous communications on two links i and j are 
guaranteed to be interference-free only if the link pairs i and j, i and j，，i, and y; and i ‘ and 
j ' are interference-free. Thus, collisions could also occur if any one of the following is 
true: 
P{\R,-R, \)>P{\T,-R,\)/K ( 3 ) 
P{\T,-T,\)>P{\R,-T,\)IK ( 4 ) 
(5) 
P{\R,-R,\)>P{\T,-R, \)IK ( 6 ) 
P{\R,-T,\)>P{\R,-T,\)IK ( 7 ) 
P{\R,-T,\)>P(\R,-T,\)IK (8) 
Inequalities (3)-(8) will be referred to as “protocol-specific physical-interference 
constraints", because these interferences would not be there if not for the 
protocol-specific ARQ mechanism. 
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Before proceeding further, we note that (1) - (8) can be easily transformed to distance 
relationships of the type |C- < (1+A)|^ - B\, where (A, B) is the link being interfered by 
C [1][18], if the power propagation function P{d) is a well defined function of the 
distance d, such as in the free space. Throughout this thesis, we assume P{d) is a 
well-defined and non-increasing function of d. In the conclusion, we will discuss the 
scenarios when that is not the case. 
3.3 Protocol Collision-Prevention Constraints in 802.11 
3.3.1 Transmitter-Side Carrier-Sensing Constraints 
A distributed multi-access protocol such as the 802.11 MAC protocol can be used to 
avoid simultaneous transmissions that may lead to collisions. Ideally, the carrier-sensing 
operation should make use of (1) - (8) to decide which simultaneous transmissions are 
allowed. However, 802.11 imposes a set of carrier-sensing constraints that are distinct 
from (1) — (8)，as will be shown. 
There are two types of CS in 802.11 protocol—virtual carrier-sensing (VCS) and 
physical carrier sensing (PCS). With VCS, a node keeps silent in intervals specified by 
the "NAV" (Network Allocation vector) information in RTS/CTS frames after they are 
received from other nodes and decoded. With PCS, a node keeps silent when it senses 
enough strong power in the air, or in intervals specified by the length field in the PHY 
header of another ongoing packet. In the "RTS/CTS access mode" of 802.11, there are 
both VCS and PCS; while in "basic access mode", there is only PCS. For generality, we 
assume the use of RTS/CTS access mode in the following discussion. For basic-access 
mode, inequalities (9)，(10), (12) and (13) below could be eliminated. 
RTS/CTS can be decoded if the received power is larger than a threshold Py； or 
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equivalently, the transmission distance of RTS/CTS is less than the virtual carrier sensing 
range (VCSRange). Note that since the RTS/CTS frames usually use equal or lower data 
rate than the DATA frame, then P從s < Pi and VCSRange > TxRange. 
Consider links 1 and 2. Suppose that link 1，s transmission is already in progress when 
link 2 has a packet to transmit. Link 2 cannot transmit if 
17； - 7； |< VCSRange OR 17； - R, |< VCSRange (9) 
If (9) is satisfied, T2 will have received the RTS of J) or the CTS of Rj, and the NAV 
contained in the RTS or CTS will prevent T2 from transmitting. 
Likewise, suppose link 2's transmission starts first. Then link 1 cannot transmit if 
17； -7； |< VCSRange OR \ R^-T,\< VCSRange (10) 
Besides VCS, PCS also prevent some simultaneous transmissions. If J) and T2 can 
physically carrier-sense frames transmitted by each other, simultaneous transmissions 
will be prevented (i.e., the received power is larger than a threshold Pp, which can be 
mapped to a PCSRange, the physical carrier-sensing range): 
IT^-TIIcPCSTtoge (11) 
Although T] will not transmit if it senses the ACK from R2 (and similarly for T2 and R!\ 
we ignore these constraints because the "air-time" of ACK is usually much smaller than 
DATA. 
Inequalities (9)-(ll) will be referred to as "Transmitter-Side Carrier-Sensing Constraints". 
They prevent a transmitter from transmitting when it already senses another transmission. 
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If the transmission would indeed result in a collision had it gone ahead, then the 
transmitter has made the right decision. However, there are situations when a 
transmitter-side carrier-sensing constraint is satisfied while none of the 
physical-interference constraints is satisfied. In that case, the transmitter would have 
made a wrong decision. This is an exposed-node (EN) situation. 
3.3.2 Receiver-Side Carrier Sensing Constraints 
Even if two simultaneous transmissions are allowed by (9) - (11)，a collision may result 
may fail if any one of the inequalities in (1) —（8) is satisfied. This is a hidden-node (HN) 
situation. 
In addition, another type of HN situation may result due to receiver-side carrier sensing. 
Specifically, the later transmission of two simultaneous transmissions may fail if one of 
the following is true: 
\R2-T,\< VCSRange OR \R,-R, |< VCSRange ( 1 2 ) 
|< VCSRange OR | 一R^ |< VCSRange ( 1 3 ) 
\R,-T,\<PCSRange ( 1 4 ) 
\R,-T^\<PCSRange ( 1 5 ) 
Inequalities (12)-(15) will be referred to as "Receiver-Side Carrier Sensing Constraints". 
The carrier-sensing operation may actually allow Tj and T2 to transmit simultaneously. 
However, if any of (12) to (15) is satisfied, the receiver of one of the transmissions will 
not reply to the transmitter (elaborated in next paragraph), causing the transmitter to 
interpret that as a collision, and that will start off the 802.11 backoff algorithm and 
retransmission procedure. 
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Inequalities (12) and (13) are related to VCS. Consider (12) (similar argument applies to 
(13)). If link 1 transmits first, then R】has heard the RTS or CTS from J) or R!. When T2 
attempts to initiate a transmission later (sends a RTS to R2), R2 will not reply, causing T2 
to interpret that a collision has occurred. 
Inequalities (14) and (15) are related to PCS. They are due to the default operation mode 
of the receiver design in many 802.11 products today. This operation mode is also 
assumed in the NS2 simulator [19]. Consider (14) (similar argument applies to (15)). In 
many wireless card implementation, if Tj transmits first followed by T2, then R2 will 
have locked on to the reception of the signal from J) and it will not attempt to receive the 
signal from T2 that arrives later, even if the signal from T2 is much stronger. (A rationale 
for this design could be that if R： were to receive the signal from T2 and then return an 
ACK, this ACK might interfere with the transmission on link 1.) 
We note that (12) - (15) are conditions that may lead to a classical HN situation [9]. For 
example, if (9) is not satisfied, T2 may initiate a transmission to R2 while J) transmits to 
Ri. However, if (12) is satisfied, R2 will not reply to T2 because R2 already carrier-sensed 
the transmission of link 1. Link 1 is therefore hidden from T2. 
At the same time, (12) - (15) are also conditions that may lead to an EN situation. This 
will be the case if none of (1) - (8) is satisfied. In that case, there is actually no 
interference. In the above example, R2 can safely replies to T2 without fearing that it will 
cause interference on link 1. However, because it is exposed to the signal from link 1，it 
will refrain from doing so. The more precise definitions for EN and HN will be given in 
the next chapter. 
Our modified 802.11 MAC protocol in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7 removes (12) and (13) 
by changing the VCS operation. In addition, it makes use of a receiver "Restart mode" 
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(“RS，，) that is available on some commercial products at the physical layer (i.e., below 
the 802.11 MAC layer), in which a receiver will switch to receive a stronger signal in 
the midst of receiving a weaker signal if the power difference is sufficiently large 
(usually set to the minimum SIR ratio required for detection, K). With "RS", (14) and (15) 
will also be removed. The turning on of the restart mode has to be done carefully in 
conjunction with an appropriate MAC. For the standard, unmodified 802.11 MAC, it is 
not be advisable to turn on this mode because of the possibility of collisions due to the 
cruder form of carrier sensing in the standard 802.11. However, the Restart Mode turns 
out to be a key feature that enables the removal of EN and HN when the MAC layer is 
appropriately modified, as will be detailed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. 
I 
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Chapter 4 
Formal Definitions of EN and HN Using a 
Graph Model 
This chapter provides formal definitions for EN and HN based on a graph model derived 
from inequalities (1) - (15). We also demonstrate the tradeoff between EN and HN 
assuming the use of 802.11b, which supports four data transmission rates, 1，2，5.5 and 
11Mbps. The same methodology is applicable to 802.llg and 802.11a. 
Table 2. Transmission ranges for various data rates 
Data Rate (Mbps) 1 2 5.5 11 
TxRange (m) 550 437 292 232 
Table 2 shows the maximum transmission ranges {TxRange), adopted from [20], which 
assume the use ofomni antennae. In practice, the actual ranges may vary according to the 
different wireless cards, physical conditions, surrounding circumstances, and transmit 
power levels. But the presentation in this chapter is still valid qualitatively. 
Let us assume the use of the "two-ray ground" propagation model [21] [22]. The received 
power function is 
where P, is the transmission power, d is the distance and the path-loss exponent a = A. 
If 火 =10，from [23], the interference range {InRange) due to the physical constraints for 
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link {TA, RA) is InRange = where d^ =| . That is, there should 
not be another active transmitter within the InRange of Ra when Ta is transmitting to Ra. 
In particular, InRange depends on the distance dj. The VCSRange and PCSRange for the 
protocol constraints (9) - (15)，on the other hand, are independent of Thus, 802.11 
can not approximate the physical constraints well. 
tc-^aph s-gmph 
I rc-edges j 
^ rc-graph 
Figure 4-1. Relationships between edges in s-graph, tc-graph and rc-graph, and the 
inequalities associated with the edges 
For any vertex pair i andy, {ij) could be an s-edge, tc-edge, rc-edge or none of them. Note that 
some {iJ) may belong to s-graph, tc-graph, and rc-graph simultaneously. 
To investigate whether 802.11 carrier sensing does a good job in approximating the 
physical 
situation in a large-scale network, we may make use of a graph model as 
described below. 
Link-Interference Graph from Physical and Protocol-induced Physical Interference 
Constraints 
A link-interference graph (i-graph) can be used to capture the physical interference 
constraints graphically. In an i-graph, a vertex represents a wireless link. This is an i-edge 
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between vertex 1 and vertex 2，if any of the inequalities (1) - (8) is satisfied. An i-edge 
means that there is physical interference between the two links (either link 1 interferes 
with link 2, or link 2 interferes with link 1). i-edges are non-directional. 
Now, we define an s-graph. There is a directional s-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2，and a 
directional s-edge from vertex 2 to vertex 1 when there is an i-edge between the two 
vertexes. That is, there should be an s-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2, and another s-edge 
from vertex 2 to vertex 1，when link 1 interferes with link 2 or vice versa. In particular, 
interference in either direction implies s-edges in both directions. The physical 
interpretation of s-edge is as follows. An s-edge from vertex 1 to 2 means that in order to 
prevent future collisions, link 1 must be capable of forewarning link 2 not to transmit 
when link 1 initiates a transmission. Whether the interference is from link 1 to link 2, or 
link 2 to link 1, link 1 must be able to do so. The vertices and the s-edges constitute the 
s-graph. 
Figure 4-2 (a) and (b) show an example of mapping a network topology to an s-graph. In 
Fig. 2, link 2 can interfere with link 1，but not vice versa. There is an i-edge between 
their vertexes according to our definition. To prevent link 1 ’s from being interfered by 
link 2, when link 1 transmits, it should forewarn link 2 not to transmit. Therefore, there is 
an s-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2. Likewise, when link 2 transmits, it should forewarn 
link 1 not to transmit, else its signal will be corrupted anyway. Therefore, there is an 
s-edge from vertex 2 to vertex 1. Note that s-edges represent what SHOULD HAVE 
happened. The actual carrier-sensing operation may fail to achieve this, however. 
Transmitter-Side Carrier-Sensing Graph (tc-graph) 
We propose the use of a Transmitter-Side Carrier-Sensing Graph (tc-graph) to model the 
constraints against simultaneous transmissions imposed by the transmitter-side 
carrier-sensing mechanism of the 802.11 MAC, (9)-(11). The vertices in the tc-graph are 
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the same as the vertices in the s-graph, and they represent the links. There is a directional 
tc-edge from vertex 1 to vertex 2 if the inequality (9) is true; and there is a directional 
tc-edge from vertex 2 to 1 if (10) is true. There are two tc-edges ( 1 + 2 and 2->l) if (11) 
is satisfied. A tc-edge 1 ->2 means that link 1 can and will forewarn link 2 not to transmit. 
Z " 一-〜、、、、、、、 
a) / ����� / \ b) s-graph 
/ Link 2 \ ^ c - e d g e 
c) rc-graph 
\ _• ！ 
\ ' I 
O V ) / VCS, PCS / n ^ ^ . te ed.es T.nk 1 ���� / / d) tc-edges 
� � � - ''' T mk 1 Link 2 
Figure 4-2. Mapping of a network topology a) to b) s-graph and c) rc-graph and d) 
tc-graph 
Note that unlike the "symmetric" s-graph, in which there is an s-edge from vertex i to 
vertex j implies there is an s-edge from vertex j to vertex i, a tc-edge in one direction 
does not necessarily means that there is a tc-edge in the other direction. Figure 4-2 (a) 
and (d) show an example of mapping a network topology to a tc-graph. In this example, 
the transmitters of links 1 and 2 cannot hear each other. However, the transmitter of link 
2 can hear the CTS sent by the receiver of link 1. So, there is a tc-edge from link 1 to link 
2. However, the transmitter of link 1 can neither hear the transmitter nor receiver of link 
2. Hence, there is no tc-edge from link 2 to link 1. 
Receiver-Side Carrier-Sensing Graph (rc-graph) 
The rc-graph is to model the Receiver-Side CS Constraints imposed by the 802.11 
protocol. It is composed by the vertices and rc-edges. There is a rc-edge 1 + 2 if (12) or 
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(14) is true; and a rc-edge 2->l if (13) or (15) is true. As with the tc-graph, the 
directional edges in rc-graph may not be symmetric. An example is shown in Fig 2 (a) 
and (c). 
In the following, we provide the definitions for EN and HN. The phenomena of exposed 
and hidden nodes are due to relationship between links rather than that between nodes. 
So, exposed- and hidden-node problems could be more accurately defined as expose- and 
hidden-link problems. However, in view of the fact that the terms "exposed and hidden 
nodes" have already been widely used by the research community, we will continue to 
adopt the less accurate terms. 
Definition of EN 
EN exists from link i to link j if and only if there is a tc-edge or rc-edge, but no s-edge, 
from vertex i to vertex j. Link j is said to be exposed to link i in this case. 
The interpretation is as follows. Since there is no s-edge from vertex i to vertex j, there is 
no need for link i to forewarn link j when link i transmits because they do not mutually 
interfere physically. However, the carrier-sensing operation will either prevent link j 
from transmitting later (in the case of a tc-edge), or prevent the success of the 
transmission (in the case of no tc-edge, but an rc-edge). In Figure 4-3，the green part 
shows the set of edges which cause EN. 
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tc-graph � s-graph V “ ^ 
( tc-edges / \ s-edges \ 
1 rc-edges ) 
\ (12)-(15) y L ^ 
— ^ ^ rc-graph 
Figure 4-3. EN-causing edges in the graph 
Definition of HN 
HN exists from link i to link j if and only if there is an s-edge or rc-edge, but no 
tc-edge, from vertex i to vertex j. Link i is said to be hidden from link j in this case. 
The interpretation is as follows. Since there is no tc-edge from vertex i to vertex j，the 
transmitter of link j will not be able to carrier sense the transmission on link i. However, 
there is either physical interference from i to j (in the case of an s-edge), or the receiver 
of j will ignore the transmitter of j (in the case of a rc-edge) when the receiver already 
senses the transmission on link i. In either case, the transmitter of link j will interpret that 
as a collision. The carrier-sensing operation has failed in this case because of HN. In 
Figure 4-4，the red area shows the set of edges which lead to HN. 
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t c - m p h s-graph 
V r c - e d g e s 
(12)-(15) y L ^ � ^ rc-graph 
Figure 4-4. HN-causing edges in the graph 
In summary, EN is a phenomenon whereby the MAC protocol is disallowing legitimate 
simultaneous transmissions; while HN is a phenomenon whereby the MAC protocol fails 
to prevent "collisions". In the example of Figure 4-2，there is no EN, but there is 
HN—link 2 is hidden from link 1. As a result, link 1 may suffer from heavy packet 
collisions and therefore, throughput unfairness. 
EN and HN are caused by discrepancies among s-graph, rc-graph and tc-graph. To 
quantitatively examine the discrepancies in typical 802.11 settings, we generated three 
random network topologies with 100 nodes in a circular plane with 2km radius and 
compute their respective s-graph, rc-graph and tc-graph for each setting. A link is formed 
by a pair of nodes, and thus there are altogether 50 links (vertices) in each topology. 
We look at two measures. Denote the set of tc-edges in the tc-graph by rc, denote the set 
of s-edges in the s-graph by S, and denote the set of rc-edges in the rc-graph by RC. We 
compute: 
# of HN-causing edges: Nmr\S u RC\ - |rC n{S\J RC)\\ 
# of EN-causing edges: Nei^\TCuRC\ -1 (TC^RC)nS\). 
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Ideal Network Operation: Ideally, the network should operate according to the s-graph 
- i . e . , simultaneous transmissions should be allowed if and only if there is no physical 
interference, and such transmissions should be successful. 
Extraneous tc-edges and rc-edges cause sub-optimal operation. To gauge the seriousness 
of EN and HN problems in a wireless network, we may define MISS RATIO and 
FALSE-ALARM RATIO as follows 
1). MISS R A T I O A///"/1邓 
2). FALSE-ALARM R A T I O Nen 丨 W. 
While EN and HN have been defined as local relationships between two links, 1) and 2) 
are global measures of the severities of HN and EN in the overall network, respectively. 
Four cases corresponding to different TxRange, VCSRange，PCSRange settings drawn 
from Table 2 are considered and they are listed in Table 3. The results of the miss ratio 
and false-alarm ratio are shown in Table 4. 
Table 3. Four example cases of TxRange, VCSRange and PCSRange settings 
TxRange ( m ) VCSRange ( m ) PCSRange ( m ) 
Case 1 437 437 437 
Case 2 232 437 437 
Case 3 232 437 550 
Case 4 232 232 550 
Table 4. HN-causing edges and EN-causing edges (averaged over 3 random 
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topologies) 
# of # of FALSE-MISS RATIO 
HN-causing EN-causing ALARM 
(%) 
edges edges RATIO (%) 
Case 1 172 62.5 5.33 1.96 
Case 2 23.7 29.8 55.3 69.4 
Case 3 28.0 30.9 104 116 
Case 4 26.3 29.4 78.3 88.1 
Both HN and EN exist in all the four cases. Generally, changing the PCSRange, 
VCSRange or TxRange in 802.11 cannot eliminate HN and EN entirely. There is also 
some degree of tradeoff between HN and EN. The severity of HN and EN depends on 
various factors, such as the range settings, the node density, specific topologies and 
traffic patterns. 
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Chapter 5 
Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN) 
Chapters 5 and 7 present a scheme to remove EN and a scheme to remove HN, 
respectively. Chapters 6 and 8 will examine their performance, respectively. To remove 
EN, we need to find a way to make use of the carrier-sensing property of 802.11 without 
having it limit spatial re-use. That is, we need to eliminate unnecessary tc-edges 
represented by inequalities (9)-(ll) and rc-edges represented by (12)-(15). To remove 
HN, on the other hand, we should ensure interfering links can forewarn each other by 
means of physical or virtual carrier-sensing. 
The way we eliminate EN to achieve scalability can be understood by drawing an 
analogy with human conversations. Imagine two pairs of persons engaging in 
conversations. If the two pairs are very close to each, then at any one time, only a person 
can speak if the conversations are to be intelligible. On the other hand, if the two pairs 
are far apart, even though they can hear the "whispers" of each other clearly, there is no 
reason why the two pairs cannot engage in their conversations simultaneously. As a 
matter of fact, this is what happens at a cocktail party all the time. The standard 802.11 
would prevent analogous simultaneous transmissions, while our scheme would allow 
them. The details lie in designing a virtual-carrier sensing mechanism to allow them. 
In this chapter, we now present a scheme called Selective Disregard of NAVs (SDN) to 
remove EN. It is important to note that by itself, SDN does not consider or try to remove 
HN. There are three parts to SDN, described as follows. We shall use the term SDN 
loosely to refer to the collection of the three parts, as well as SDN.II specifically: 
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SDN.I - Physical carrier sensing is deactivated (That is, while each node still keeps 
listening to the channel and receiving packets, it is allowed to transmit its own packet 
whether or not its PCS mechanism is indicating a "busy" channel). In addition, Receiver 
Restart Mode is turned on. SDN.I removes (11), (14), and (15). In particular, the 
associated tc- and rc- edges are removed. 
We note that the deactivation of physical carrier sensing may potentially cause HN. 
HN can be effectively reduced by incorporating a Hidden-Node Free design, which be 
discussed later. 
SDN.II - Virtual carrier sensing of 802.11 is modified so that the NAV info in 
RTS/CTS packets is selectively considered. With SDN.II, each node not only monitors 
whether there are other ongoing transmissions, but also monitors who is transmitting to 
whom (by reading the transmitter address and receiver address in RTS/CTS it has 
received). A node may transmit its own frame even if there is NAV, provided the 
currently transmitting links are non-interfering. In the IEEE 802.11 standard, RTS 
contains both addresses, but CTS only contains the “receiver address", so a new field 
containing the "transmitter address" should be added into CTS. Together with SDN.I, 
This removes the effects of edges in {\TC U -1 {TC U RC) n S\). 
SDN.III - To facilitate SDN.II, each node constructs the s-edges due to (1) - (8) 
incident on the node's links by exchanging power information with the neighborhood 
nodes. 
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5.1 SDN. I - Turning off Physical Carrier Sensing and 
Using Receiver Restart Mode 
To achieve scalable performance, physical carrier sensing needs to be deactivated, so that 
a node's transmission decision depends only on the NAVs，as described in SDN.II below. 
This means that a node can initiate a transmission as long as its NAVs allow it, whether 
or not the medium is sensed as busy physically. Therefore, (11) is removed. 
In some commercial 802.11 chips, there is a "Restart mode" (RS) in the receiver design. 
If the receiver is in the midst of receiving a signal, another signal with sufficiently large 
power margin arrives, the receiver will switch to receive the new signal. This feature can 
be used to lift the limitations imposed by inequalities (14) and (15). Then, simultaneous 
transmissions of two links will succeed as long as there is no i-edge between them. 
SDN.II below is to ensure that VCS allows simultaneous transmissions that satisfy none 
of � - ( 8 ) . 
5.2 SDN.II - Selective Disregard of NAV (SDN) 
The SDN algorithm is as follows: 
(i) Each node a keeps an NAV set, NAVa = {NAV(a, k)}，consisting of the NAVs node a 
hears in its neighborhood, where k is the label for links. NAVs heard are contained in the 
RTS and CTS sent by other nodes. 
(ii) Suppose node a has a packet to transmit to node b. Node a will send an RTS to b if 
and only if for all k with NAV(fl，k) > 0，there is no s-edge between vertex {a, b) and 
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vertex k. Note that unlike in standard 802.11，NAVs from non-interfering links are 
ignored. 
(iii) Node b also keeps an NAV set, NAV办={NAV(Z?，m)} that b hears in its neighborhood. 
After receiving node a,s RTS, it will reply with a CTS if and only if there is no s-edges 
between Vertex (a, b) and vertex m. 
SDN basically decides whether a transmission should go ahead based on inequalities (1) 
- ( 8 ) . An assumption is that a node knows the s-edges in its neighborhood. And based on 
this knowledge, and the knowledge of which links (obtained from the modified virtual 
carrier sensing of SDN) in its neighborhood are currently transmitting, the node decides 
whether to transmit its packet. A transmission will proceed only if (i) doing so will not 
cause interference to the current transmissions in progress; and (ii) the transmission will 
not be interfered by the current transmissions. Note that the selective nature of SDN gets 
rid of rc-edges and tc-edges where there is no s-edge. The power exchange algorithm in 
SDN.Ill is used to construct the s-graph in a distributed manner. 
Note that SDN can still operate without removing HN entirely, as the original 802.11 
networks can operate with HN. In that case, some links may suffer from heavy packet 
collisions, unfairness and other performance problems associated with HN. However, 
capacity scalability will be maintained. This is demonstrated in the results of Chapter 6. 
However, even if we do not want to remove HN entirely, a reasonable VCS Range should 
be larger than the maximum Interference Range (IRmaxX which satisfies 
P(IRrmJ = P ( d — � / K , to avoid excessive collisions. For any two interfering links (say, 
link 1 and link 2)，which satisfied at least one of (1) - (8)，it can be proved that at least 
one among the four distances ！！)-!}!，jTrM t及/-T^ l and is smaller than IR臓.If 
VCS Range > IRmax, then at least one node (either the transmitter or receiver) in one link 
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can hear the RTS or CTS from the other link. So, this link is prevented from interfering 
with the ongoing transmission in the other. Without this reasonable range, heavy packet 
collisions in the network can be expected. 
5.3 SDN.III - Constructing s-graph using Power 
Exchange Algorithm (PE) 
We assume that all nodes use the same transmit power and receiver sensitivity in the 
following algorithm. 
Power-Exchange packets (PE packets) are special packets used for information exchange 
in this algorithm. The transmission power of these packets is the same as regular packets 
like RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK. The PE packets sent by node a contains two types of 
information: (1) Active links {a, b) or {b, a) {b is any other node which forms an active 
link with a); (2) "Power set", as described below. Both types of information are 
periodically updated. 
When the nodes are not highly mobile and the network topology does not change quickly, 
PE packets introduce little overhead because they do not need to be sent frequently. 
(i) Each node a measures the powers of PE packets transmitted by other nodes in its 
neighborhood and keeps the power information in a "power set", Pa = {P{c, a)} where c 
is the node label of the sender. (Note that P{c, a)=P{a, c) by reciprocity.) Each node a 
broadcasts its Pa periodically on its PE packets. 
(ii) Each node finds the s-edges relevant to it as follows. There are two s-edges between 
link i and linky, if any of (1) - (8) is satisfied. Here, link i is any link which includes node 
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a, and link j is any link whose power information is known to node a. 
Condition for Correct Operation of PE 
The following condition is sufficient to ensure a node can construct all the s-edges 
relevant to it: 
PiPERange - J騰)< )/K ( 1 6 ) 
where d腿 < TxRange is the maximum link distance, PERange is the transmission 
range of the PE packets’ and P(.) is the received power as a decreasing function of 
distance. 
The detailed proof is given in Appendix 1. 
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Chapter 6 
EN and Its Impact on Scalability 
This chapter investigates the impact of EN on scalability. We focus on infrastructure 
rather than ad hoc networks here. Analysis of ad hoc networks can adopt similar 
approach with similar qualitative results. 
We show by simulations and analytical arguments that the original 802.11 is non-scalable. 
SDN, on the other hand is scalable and can achieve 0{n) average throughput where n is 
the number of nodes per unit area. This matches the theoretical results under "perfect 
scheduling" [2] as far as the order of throughput is concerned. 
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6.1 Validation of SDN by NS-2 Simulations 
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Figure 6-1 Example Infrastructure Networks (when M=2) 
Consider the grid topology in Figure 6-1. In a square area of D*D, there are M^ 
equal-sized cells. In each cell, 4 "clients" are associated with an AP at the center of the 
cell, forming an Infrastructure Network. There is a saturated UDP flow from each client 
to its AP. The length of a cell's edge is D/M, and the distance between each client and its 
AP is D/{3M). D=U40m, PCSRange=550m, and VCSRange=437m. The power margin 
A>=10. And "two-ray ground" propagation model is adopted. Now we progressively let 
M=2, 3，4 and 5. Since there are totally M^ APs and clients in the area, the node 
density increases with M. 
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The total throughputs , where J) is the throughput of link i) and transport capacities 
i 
(defined as ，where di is the distance between the transmitter and receiver of link 
/ 
i [1]) with SDN and original 802.11 are shown in Figure 6-2. 
For Figure 6-3，the APs are placed regularly as in Figure 6-1，but the clients are randomly 
located with a uniform distribution. Each client establishes a link with the nearest AP. 
And (# of clients) / (# of APs) remains 4. The total throughputs with SDN and original 
802.11 are shown in Figure 6-3. 
From Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, we see that because of EN, the total throughput of 
802.11 reaches a limit when the # of APs increases, indicating its non-scalability. As a 
result, when more and more WLANs are added so that the users are more densely 
populated, the aggregate throughput per WLAN decreases. On the other hand, SDN 
effectively solves the problem一the total throughput with SDN is nearly proportional to 
the number of APs (which implies the throughput per WLAN does not decrease). Also, 
unlike SDN, the "transport capacity" of 802.11 in Figure 6-2 decreases with the increase 
of the # of nodes, since the throughput does not increase and the link distances decrease. 
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Figure 6-2. Total throughputs (Mb/s) and Transport Capacity (Mb/s*km) with 
Client Node Placement shown in Figure 6-1 
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Figure 6-3. Total SDN and 802.11 Throughputs (Mb/s) with Random Client Node 
Placement 
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6.2 Scalability of SDN 
As shown in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3, SDN's throughput and transport capacity scales 
well with n, where n is the number of client nodes per unit area, while 802.11’s 
throughput and transport capacity do not. This and the next subsections give analytical 
arguments for these observations. 
Consider a very large-scale wireless network with random placement of client nodes with 
certain density distribution across an infinitely large area A. For a given client-AP ratio, 
assume the APs are placed regularly in a grid manner across A. Let n be the number of 
client nodes per unit area. The average throughput per unit area is proportional to n for a 
given client-AP ratio. The corresponding average transport capacity is proportional to 
yfn . 
To see this, given an "original" node distribution in A, suppose we map the position of 
node i, Xi to X'L = k^Xi, where A:< 1. An area a e A is then mapped to an area of a' GA in 
the transformed domain. 
This scaling does not affect the form of inequalities (1) - (8) (more exactly, the distance 
relationships form of (1) - (8) [18]). That is, the same inequalities are obtained after the 
transformation. To the extent that spatial reuse is completely characterized by (1) - (8)， 
the throughput of the nodes within a ‘ is the same as the throughput within a previously. 
In the transformed domain, the average throughput within a has increased by a factor of 
l/J^ in the transformed domain. The average number of nodes in a also increases by a 
factor of Therefore, the average throughput per node remains the same after the 
transformation. Thus, the average throughput per unit area is of order n where n is the 
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number of client nodes per unit area. The average distance between a client node and its 
associated AP is reduced by a factor of k in the transformed domain. So, the transport 
capacity is proportional to In terms of the orders, they conform to the theoretical 
upper bounds established in [1]. 
The whole problem is akin to transforming a map to a smaller-scale map - except for the 
drawing scale, nothing has changed. 
6.3 Non-Scalability of 802.11 
In [24], the capacity of 802.11 networks is studied in several simple topologies and 
traffic patterns. However, the fundamental non-scalability of 802.11 was not pointed out. 
In fact, using a similar "transformation" argument in the previous subsection, we can 
show that the average throughput in 802.11 does not scale with n. The reason is that 
some spatial-reuse inequalities characterizing 802.11 - from (9) to (15) - are not 
invariant under the transformation if the transmit powers are not scaled down at the same 
time. In particular, increasing number of APs and client node density does not change the 
fact that each transmission uses the same amount of "spatial resources". Thus, average 
throughput per unit area remains constant as node density increases. The average 
transport capacity is proportional to 1/Vn assuming each client node associates with the 
closest AP. 
How about the best possible throughput rather than the average throughput, assuming 
one has the freedom to place the nodes anywhere as one wishes within A1 To answer this, 
we apply the concept of "exclusion region" introduced in [1] and [2] on 802.11. 
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A condition for simultaneous transmissions on links i and j in 802.11 networks is that all 





where c = VCSRange. Since (17) does not take into account PCS and the negative effect 
of HN, the actual performance of 802.11 is upper-bounded by our results below. 
For two links to simultaneously transmit without interference, a necessary condition is 
that their exclusion regions must not overlap. Two links within overlapping exclusion 
regions cannot transmit together [1]. From (17), we can define a link's exclusion region 
as follows: it consist of the area within the two circles of radius dl and centered at the 
two nodes of the link, as illustrated in Figure 6-4. 
z•一——�X / ,..... 
J 
� — ' ' � — 
Figure 6-4. Exclusion Region 
Denote the distance between the sender and receiver of link i by di. Then the area of its 
exclusion region can be expressed as 
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c^ _ I d. 
E. = — [ n - c o s " ' {r. ) + r]小-r^ ]，where r.=— ( 1 8 ) 
2 c 




where Ri refers to the data rate of the link. 
From (18) and (19)，we have 
+ (20) 
c 
It can be verified that 
仏�"max = J H ^ [； T - C O S - 丨 ) + r - r墮2 ]-i (21) 
c 
where R^ax is the maximum possible data transmission rate, and rmax=dmax/c. 
Let Ss denote a set of simultaneously transmitting links. If all the nodes are located in an 
area of A, omitting the edge effect, we have 
(22) 
The transport capacity 
C = Z Ridi = Z ”iEi ^  ^max Z Ei ^  fj臓 A ( 2 3 ^ 
ieS, ieS, ieS, ^ 》 
The throughput is 
r = (24) 
ieSs ^ m i n 
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So, for 802.11, the transport capacity and overall throughput do not exceed the order of 
0(1). In other words, they do not scale with the increase of n. 
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Chapter 7 
Hidden-node Free Design (HFD) 
Recall that HN exists between two links if 1) transmissions on the two links may 
interfere with each other to cause reception failure on one or both links; and 2) the 
sender of one of the links cannot sense the transmission on the other link, and/or vice 
versa. A network is said to suffer from HN if there exists HN between any two links. 
According to the formal definition of HN (Chapter 4), the set of edges which causes HN 
is (S u RC) n TC. Therefore to remove HN, we should guarantee that 
(S u RC) nfd = (S nfd) u (RC r^fd) = 0 (25) 
Equivalent to (25), the following two conditions should be guaranteed: 
Snfc = 0 ( 2 6 ) 
RCnTC = 0 ( 2 7 ) 
We now present a set of sufficient conditions for removing HN, which we refer to as 
Hidden-node Free Design (HFD). Note that HFD does not necessitate SDN, and vice 
versa, although they can be combined to solve HN and EN in a complementary way. The 
treatments in Chapter 7 and Chapter 5 are parallel and independent. In Chapter 9 we will 
combine SDN and HFD. 
In Section 7.1, we first consider HFD for the IEEE 802.11 basic access mode 
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(DATA-ACK handshake, with only PCS). In Section 7.2，we extend it to RTS/CTS 
access mode (RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK handshake). The basic idea is to 
(i) Make RC empty (satisfy (27))，and 
(ii) Make TC fully cover S (satisfy (26)). 
7.1 HFD for IEEE 802.11 Basic Access 
Mode 
7.1.1 HFD for basic access mode 
HFD for basic access mode [25] consists of (i) a signal-reception mechanism called the 
Restart Mode; and (ii) two constraints on the power budget of links. Here we only 
present HFD for IEEE 802.11 basic access mode (DATA-ACK handshake). 
(a) Receiver Restart Mode (RS): As has been mentioned in Chapter 5, this is a receiver 
mode that can be enabled in some commercial chips. Like normal receivers without RS, a 
receiver with RS that has carrier-sensed a transmission in progress should not initiate a 
new DATA transmission of its own. If it receives a new signal (packet) that is sufficiently 
smaller than the previously sensed signal (with 1/C, times the power of the previous 
sigiial), the receiver will properly decode the previous signal and ignore the later one. 
However, if it receives a new signal that is sufficiently larger that the previously sensed 
signal (say, with C" times the power of the previous signal), the receiver with RS will 
switch to receive the stronger signal. For simplicity, we assume C" = C, = A： as in a usual 
) 
case.i HFD with a C" not necessarily the same as Q is discussed in Appendices 2 and 3. 
1 In SDN (Chapter 5)，we have also assumed Crt = Ct = K. 
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If the new signal is an 802.11 DATA targeted for it, the node will reply with an ACK 
after SIFS (Short InterFrame Space), whether or not the medium around this node is idle. 
Note that 802.11 receivers without RS will not attempt to receive the new signal even if 
the new signal is much stronger than the previous signal to the extent that the previous 
signal cannot be properly decoded. This behavior is called “receiver capture". 
(b) Link Power-Budget Requirement: In addition to (a), the following inequality needs 
to be fulfilled to eliminate HN: 
P(d^J>C,P{PCS-2d^) ( 2 8 ) 
where P(.) is the received power as a function of distance, dmax is the maximum distance 
of a link, PCS is the physical carrier-sensing range, Ct is the detection threshold. An 
implicit assumption in the above inequality is that P{.) is a decreasing function of 
distance. 
If we define a “maximum Interference Range" IRmax, which satisfies 
= (29) 
then,(28) is equivalent to 
(30) 
This has been briefly mentioned in Section 2.2. 
Note that the inequalities in (b) are requirements imposed on the network design. With 
P(.) as a decreasing function of distance, PCS should be large enough relative to d臓 if 
HN is to be removed. 
We could plug in a suitable propagation model to the above requirements. The received 
power function is usually in the form of 
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P{d)ccPJd" ( 3 1 ) 
where Pt is the transmission power, d is the distance and a is the path-loss exponent, 
which ranges from 2 to 6 according to different environments [22]. For example, assume 
C/=Crt=10, a =4. Denote A = C / " -1，the requirement become 
P C S > 2J隱 + (1 + A)J服 « 3.78J騰 （32) 
Implementation issues: 
To ensure (32)，we can either adjust PCS (PCS Range) or d； or both. PCS, VCS (VCS 
Range) and dmax can be regarded as a set of "Range Variables". They are determined by 
transmission power P, and receiving thresholds. The following discussion assumes all 
nodes use the same uniform Pt and receiving thresholds. This means all nodes have the 
same PCS, VCS and dmax. (In the general case where different nodes use different P, and 
receiving thresholds, PCS’ VCS and 似 will vary among nodes.) 
We can write 
= (33) 
P(P,;PCS) = P,,, ( 3 4 ) 
P{P“VCS�= Pvcs (35) 
where P{Pt ； x) is the received power at a distance x from transmitter that transmits at 
power Pt ； Piink is the received power threshold required to establish a link - a link will 
not be set up during the initial routing process if the received power falls below this 
threshold; Ppcs is the received power threshold for physical carrier sensing - if the 
received power is lower than Ppcs’ no NAV will be set even if the PHY header can be 
decoded; and Pvcs is the received power threshold for virtual carrier sensing - no NAV 
will be set even if the RTS/CTS packets can be decoded if the received power falls below 
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this threshold. 
According to the above three equations, PCS, VCS and dmax can be adjusted by tuning the 
thresholds, if P, is fixed. For example, if we want PCS=3.1Sdmax, with the assumption 
of two-ray ground model, (33) and (34) become 
A 丄-p (36) 
^ , 4 一 厂/M "max 
A 丄 ( 3 7 ) 
PCS' PCS 
where .4 is a constant [22]. So, we have 
Piink = ^-n'Ppcs^or « -23 .10(J5) (38) 
But clearly, these thresholds cannot be infinitely small due to hardware/physical 
limitations. As in Chapter 3, if the lowest power levels (sensitivities) needed to establish 
a link, to carry out PCS, and to carry out VCS are Pi, Pp and Pv, respective, then we must 
ensure P丨丨“紀-巧，Ppcs - Pp, Pvcs - ^ v ‘ If the assumption of fixing Pt will make any one 
among 众，Ppcs or Pvcs below its lower bound, we may increase P, (of all nodes) to lift 
it above the bound. 
There will be other power requirements involving PCS, VCS and dmax presented in the 
rest of the thesis. Their implementations follow the same principle as described here. A 
corresponding HFD can be found for networks operated with the RTS/CTS mode 
(RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK handshake). This will be discussed in Section 7.2. 
We now outline the receiver operation assumed in this thesis so that the reader has a 
more concrete understanding on how the various parameters are mapped into the 
implementation of carrier sensing. We note in particular that in our design, received 
signals are sometimes intentionally ignored even if they could be decoded properly. 
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More details are as follows: 
In general, PCS > VCS > d^ax if excessive HN collisions are to be avoided. This means 
Ppcs < Pvcs < Piink. This translates to the following receiver carrier-sensing operation: 
1 • When the receiver detects a signal at a power level Pr > Ppcs, it will then attempt to 
receive the packet. If the Pr <= Ppcs，it will not attempt to receive the packet. 
2. When receiving the packet, the receiver will first attempt to decode the PHY header. 
If the PHY header cannot be decoded (could be a non-802.11 source, or 802.11 
collided packets), then power carrier-sensing kicks in - the receiver will continue to 
monitor the power level until it falls below Ppcs before resuming its countdown 
operation in accordance to the backoff algorithm of 802.11. 
3. If the PHY header can be decoded but the MAC payload cannot be decoded. Then, 
wait until the end of the packet (can be deduced from the length field in the PHY 
header) plus EIFS [3] in accordance to the 802.11 specification before resuming 
countdown operation. 
4. If the PHY header and MAC payload can be decoded, and this is an RTS/CTS 
packet, set the NAV in accordance to the 802.11 specification if Pr > Pvcs. Do not 
s e t t h e N A V i f / V < = Pvcs. 
5. If the PHY header and MAC payload can be decoded, and this is a regular 
DATA/ACK packet, set the NAV in accordance to the 802.11 specification if this 
packet is targeted for others. 
7.1.2 Proof of the HN-free property 
For basic access mode, TC contains the edges specified by (11)，and RC contains the 
edges specified by (14) (15). 
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7.1.2.1 Receiver Restart Mode 
We first argue that (27) can never be guaranteed with the "receiver capture" effect 
(corresponding to constraints (14) and (15)) in most wireless card implementation - a 
counter example can always be found. This leads to the fundamental requirement that (14) 
and (15) must be removed if HN is to be eliminated. We can achieve it with the receiver 
restart mode (RS). 
To see why (27) can never be guaranteed, consider the counter example in Figure 7-1 (a). 
There is inevitably a "hidden" region for Tj. If Ti is within this hidden region, there is a 
rc-edge, but no tc-edge from link i to link j. When Ti starts transmitting a DATA packet 
earlier, followed by Tj, Tfs DATA cannot be received by Rj (as discussed in Section 3.3). 
Note that HN exists no matter how large PCS is 一 a naive solution of increasing PCS 
range is not viable. 
Z ' z.一—:〉、<：、、 Z一——、\ / f f \ V’ yy V / 
" 
(a) w/o RS (b) withRS 
Figure 7-1 (a) Protocol constraints lead to HN, and (b) RS removes the constraints. 
RS can be used to remove the set RC (and thus eliminate the requirement (27)) as a part 
of HFD. Recall that with RS, when a "new signal" is more than C^ times the previous 
signal, the receiver switches to receive the stronger new signal. Usually, C" = Q. 
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If Crt 本 Ct, RS introduces a new constraint ("physical interference") in the set S: 
Signal / Interference < C" ( 3 9 ) 
where Interference refers to the power of the "old signal" transmitted by a hidden node. 
In that case, HFD need a minor modification as discussed in Appendix 2. Other than 
Appendix 2，the rest of this thesis assumes C" = Ct. 
7.1.2.2 Receive-Power Inequality 
To guarantee (26)，the receive-power inequality (28) is required: 
Proof: 
If links 1 and 2 mutually interfere (there are s-edges l->2 and 2->l), at least one of the 
eight conditions in (1) - (8) is true. First, suppose that the following condition is true so 
that ACK oiRi will interfere with data transmitted by Tz to R2 
P(\T,-R, \)<qP(\R,-R, I) ( 4 0 ) 
According to triangular inequality, we have 
\>\T,-T,\-\T,-R,\-\T,-R, \ > \ T , - T , \ ( 4 1 ) 
Combining the above two and _ 尺2 I- ^max, 
(42) 
If (28) is satisfied, we have 
CAPCS - ) < C,Pi\ 7 ; - r j ) ( 4 3 ) 
So 
\T,-T,\<PCS (44) 
(44) means that there is a tc-edge from l->2 and 2->l. 
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Similar proof applies when other conditions in the eight conditions (1) - (8) are true. 
In all, where there is a s-edge, there is a tc-edge. So (26) is guaranteed一the set S must be 
within TC. 
7.2 HFD for IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS Access Mode 
For RTS/CTS access mode, TC contains the edges specified by (9) - (11)，and RC 
contains the edges specified by (12) - (15). 
HFD for RTS/CTS mode consists of four parts: 
(i) PCS for RTS/CTS is turned on, but PCS for DATA/ACK is turned off - this means a 
node will not refrain from transmission if it senses a DATA/ACK packet. For 
implementation, a new bit can be added to the PHY header to indicate whether the packet 
type is RTS/CTS or DATA/ACK. After the PHY header is decoded, a node decides 
whether to operate PCS. 
(ii) Receiver Re-start Mode, to remove (14) and (15) from RC. 
(iii) When a node receives an RTS targeted for it, it replies with a CTS, even if its NAV 
does not allow its transmission. Note that this is similar to the behavior of ACK (no CS is 
needed before sending an ACK). Its purpose is to remove (12) and (13). With (ii) and (iii), 
the set RC becomes empty. 
(iv) If Crt = Ct, two power budget requirements as described in the following: (If * 
Ct, two more requirements are needed, as in Appendix 3) 
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Power budget requirement 1 (HFD.I): 
八心ax) ^  C尸(VCS - d 舰)，or equivalently’ VCS IR 職 ( 4 5 ) 
where IRmax satisfied (29). 
Consider two links, 1 and 2，which mutually interfere because any inequality in (1) - (8) 
is true. Then, to prevent collision and hidden node problem, T/ and T2 must be able to 
hear the CTS or RTS transmitted on the other link. Inequality (45) ensures this. 
I 
Proof: 
If links 1 and 2 mutually interfere, at least one of the eight conditions in (1) - (8) is 
true. First, suppose that the following condition is true so that ACK of Rj will interfere 
with data transmitted by T2 to R2 
P(\T,-R, \)<C,Pi\R,-R,\) ( 4 6 ) 
If (45) is satisfied, we have 
(47) 
Since \T2 - i y ^ dmax, we have 
P( | [ - R , | )> 户(（ax) ^ CtPiVCS - d隐) (48) 
From (46) and (48)，we have < VCS-d丽. 
So, 
VCS >1 R, - R , + |>| (49) 
VCS >1 I 1 + 1^ 2-^ 2 H _ i^ i 丨 （50) 
VCS>\ ( 5 1 ) 
(49) means that the CTS from R2 can be decoded by J) if the transmission on link 2 starts 
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first. Inequality (50) means that the CTS from Ri can be decoded by T2 if link 1 starts 
first. Therefore, there would be no hidden node problem. 
Similar proof applies when other conditions in the eight conditions (1) - (8) are true. 
Power budget requirement 2 (HFD.II): 
^(^max) ^  CfPiPC^RTsicTs-^d^l 〜equivaleutly, 
PCS RTS I CTS ⑶ 舰 及 腿 （ 5 2 ) 
That is, the PCS Range of RTS/CTS should cover the sender of an interfering link 
(similar to (28) in HFD for Basic Access Mode). Its purpose is to avoid collisions among 
RTS/CTS, which carries important NAV information. Note that unlike DATA/ACK, 
RTS/CTS packets can only be protected by PCS mechanism, but not VCS mechanism 
provided by themselves. 
Proof of (52) is the same as the proof of HFD for basic Access Mode (Section 7.1). 
Comment: The difference between inequalities (52) and (45) is as follows. Inequality (52) 
is to guarantee that two interfering links can warn off each other through PCS before 
RTS/CTS can be decoded, and it eliminates HN collisions among RTS/CTS. Inequality 
(45)，on the other hand, is to guarantee that any two interfering links can warn off each 
other through VCS after RTS/CTS are decoded, avoiding DATA/ACK being collided. 
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Chapter 8 
Performance Evaluation of HFD 
8.1 HFD for Basic Access Mode 
"TCP unfairness" and "re-routing instability" are two performance problems triggered by 
HN identified previously [5]. This section validates by simulation that by removing HN, 
HFD also eliminates such performance problems. As in [5], we consider a chain topology, 
as shown in Figure 8-1. In (a), 6 nodes in a straight line are spaced apart equally by 140 
meters; in (b), 12 nodes in a straight line are spaced apart equally by 140 meters. 
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Figure 8-1. Topologies and Traffic flows that illustrate the effect of HN 
The simulations were conducted using NS2 [19]. The data rate is set at 11Mbps. The 
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two-ray ground propagation model is adopted with loss exponent a = A. The thresholds 
Crt and Ct, are both set to lOdB. The carrier-sensing range is 550m. Thus, for HFD, the 
maximum link distance dmax according to (32) is 550/3.78 = 145m. The Ad-hoc 
On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [26] is used. All data sources are 
UDP or TCP traffic streams with fixed packet size of 1460 Bytes. 
TCP Unfairness 
We ran a TCP simulation experiment using the topology of Figure 8-1 (a). TCP 1 is from 
node 1 to node 3，and TCP 2 is from node 6 to node 4. TCP 1 starts earlier than TCP 2 at 
time = 3.0 sec，and TCP 2 starts at time = 10.0 sec. Without HFD, node 1 is hidden from 
node 5，causing node 5，s DATA packet to collide at node 4 with node l’s DATA packet. 
Likewise, node 2 is hidden from node 6，causing node 6's DATA packet to collide at node 
5 with 2，s DATA packet. Because TCP 1 starts earlier, TCP 2 virtually has no chance to 
obtain any throughput (See Figure 8-2 (a)). Figure 8-2 (b) shows that this severe 
"unfairness" problem is eliminated with HFD. 
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Figure 8-2 TCP fairness (unfairness) with (without) HFD 
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Figure 8-3 Throughput stability (instability) of an 11-hop UDP flow with (without) HFD 
Re-routing Instability 
Re-routing instability is triggered by excessive packet collisions introduced by hidden 
nodes (which is mistaken for route unavailability). We performed a UDP simulation 
experiment using the chain topology of Figure 8-1 (b). There is a UDP flow from node 1 
to node 12. Without HFD, node 5 is "hidden" from node 1，causing the DATA packets of 
node 1 to repetitively collide at node 2 with node 5's DATA packets. Likewise, nodes 2, 3, 
4, 5，... face the same problems. It has been shown in [10] that throughput instability can 
result from misinterpretation by the routing algorithm that links are down (because of 
repetitive packet transmission failures due to HN). In has also been shown in [10] that 
this instability can be removed by de-activating the part of the routing algorithm that 
gives up the old route before a new route can be found. Figure 8-3 shows that the 
throughput instability can also be removed with HFD. 8.2 HFD for RTS/CTS Access Mode To ensure HN-free operation with RTS/CTS Access Mode, the requirements in 64 
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Subsection 7.2 need to be satisfied. For example, we now demonstrate the necessity of 
the power budget requirements HFD.I and HFD.II through the following simulations. 
Assuming two-ray ground propagation model, with parameters K=\Q anda = 4 , HFD.I 
(45) and HFD.II (52) can be converted to 
(53) 
PCSrts丨CTS ^ K〜紐 + 2心X = 3.78J瓶 (54) 
For implementation, we require the threshold values Py^^ (dB) < (dB) -11.16{dB) 
and Ppcs{dB) < P^.^^{dB)-22>.\0{dB), similar to the derivation of (38). 
To validate the necessity of HFD I，we consider a topology as in the following 
description. Node 0，1，2，3 are located in a straight line and are equally separated by 
140m (similar to the topology in Figure 8-1). There are two interfering UDP 
flows—UDP 1 is from node 0 to 1，and UDP 2 is from node 2 to 3. We confine d^ax to 
140m. PCS Range (for RTS/CTS) is set as 550m (>3.78^ /腿）in Figure 8-4 (a) and (b). 
In Figure 8-4 (a), let VCS =232m<2.78 d醒,so HFD I is violated. With this setting, since 
node 0 cannot hear the RTS or CTS from UDP 2，it can transmit a packet to node 1 when 
UDP 2 is busy. This packet, in turn, may get corrupted at node 1 because of UDP 2's 
interference. On the other hand, node 2 can hear the CTS from UDP 1 and be refrained 
from transmitting if a packet transmission is ongoing in UDP 1. As a result, UDP 1 
suffers from unfairness. In (b), we let )^GS"=437m {>2.1M„^ax) to meet the requirement of 
HFD I. The unfairness disappears. 
Next we demonstrate the necessity of HFD II. We use the same topology as above, 
except that now UDP 2 is from node 3 to node 2. We confine d臓 to 140m. FC5'=400m > 
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2.78 dmax. In Figure 8-5 (a), we set PCS Range for RTS/CTS as 400m. So that HFD II is 
violated. In Figure 8-5 (b), PCS Range for RTS/CTS is 550m {PCSRmcTs>^-l^dmax\ so 
that requirements HFD I and HFD II are satisfied. 
We see from Figure 8-5 (a) that, without HFD II，the throughputs of both UDP flows are 
not stable, and at any moment in time, the distribution of bandwidth across the two flows 
can be highly unfair. The topological structure of the flows is actually symmetric. 
Between 8 sec and 20 sec, flow 2 gets no throughput, because the route from node 3 to 2 
is misinterpreted as broken by the routing agent [10] (“re-routing instability", also 
mentioned in Section 8.1). With HFD, the situation doe not happen. Figure 8-5 (b) shows 
that the bandwidth starvations suffered by the two flows periodically are eliminated with 
HFD.I and HFD.II. 
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4.0 Mbps) 
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Figure 8-5. (a) HFD.I only; (b) HFD.I and HFD.II (the offered load of each flow is 
3.0 Mbps) 
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Chapter 9 
Combination of SDN and HFD 
We have proposed and evaluated SDN and HFD in the last four chapters. We now 
combine them to achieve the advantages of both, as in the following table. (Note: the 
"HFD" is for RTS/CTS access mode, since SDN works in this mode) 
Table 5. Combination of SDN and HFD for RTS/CTS access mode 
Re-Start Power Selective Power budget PCS for 
Exchange Disregard of requirements RTS/CTS 
of HFD  
SDN X X X — 
HFD X X X — 
SDN+HFD I X I X X x x 
To demonstrate the combination SDN+HFD mitigates EN and HN simultaneously, 
consider the topology in Figure 9-1. 
Simulation 1: Chain topology (Ad-hoc Network) 
Nodes 0，1,2，3，4，5 are in a straight line, and are equally spaced by 140m. UDP 1 is 
from node 1 to node 0，UDP 2 is from node 4 to node 5, and UDP 3 is from node 5 to 
node 4. PCS Range is 550m, and VCS Range is 437m. All flows are saturated. The 
throughputs of the three UDP flows are shown in Figure 9-2. 
With IEEE 802.11，according to the definitions in Chapter 4，there exist HN (UDP 
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l ^ U D P 3) and EN (UDP l ^ U D P 3，UDP 1+UDP 2，UDP 2->UDP 1). Therefore, we 
observe in Figure 9-2 (a) that the throughputs are not stable (due to HN) and much lower 
than Figure 9-2 (b) (due to EN). 
In Figure 9-2 (b), as far as DATA/ACK is concerned, there are only s-edges between 
UDP 2 and 3, and therefore UDP I's throughput is almost independent of UDP 2 and 3. 
Intuitively, UDP 2 and 3 should share bandwidth fairly since they are supposed to be 
isolated from UDP 1. This is, however, not the case. As shown in Figure 9-2 (b), UDP 3 
gets higher throughput. This is because the sender of UDP 2 can physical-carrier-sense 
UDP 1，s RTS while the sender of UDP 3 cannot. (Note that physical carrier sensing on 
RTS/CTS is turned on in "SDN+HFD" to avoid HN induced by the collisions of 
RTS/CTS.) 
UDP 1 _ UDP 3 一 
® � ® ( 4 ) C > 5 ) 
UDP 2 
(a) 
Figure 9-1. An example topology with EN and HN 
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Figure 9-2. SDN+HFD mitigates HN and EN simultaneously 
The following simulation considers large-scale cellular-WiFi Networks. We will make a 
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comprehensive performance comparison of SDN, HFD, SDN+HFD and IEEE 802.11, 
with or without power control (or receiving threshold adjustment). 
Simulation 2: Grid topology (Infrastructure Networks) 
Settings: Like in Figure 6-1，a D*D (where Z)=700m) square area is divided into Af 
equal-sized square cells (where M=3, 4，5). Place M^ APs, each one at the center of a cell. 
4M2 Clients are randomly located in the whole area with a uniform distribution. Each 
client connects to the nearest AP. Therefore, d腿=D/{yf2M) (the distance from the 
center to a comer of one cell). Set C尸C；尸10，PCS=640m, FCS=480m. With the above 
settings, it can be verified that the two power budget requirements of HFD -- (45) and 
(52) ~ are satisfied in all cases simulated. 
1. No power control. 
Total throughput 
I SDN + HFD SDN+HFD IEEE 802^11] 
A 40 -1 
(A 
且35 ^ — — S 30 y Z  i25 ^ ^  • o, 20 — 
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- 5 
卜 oJ , , 
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) . 
Figure 9-3. Throughput Comparison (highly related to EN, and also related to HN) 
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Figure 9-4. Failing Rate (related to HN) 
Failing rate = # of failed transmissions / total # of transmissions 
Observed from Figure 9-3 and Figure 9-4, "HFD" and "SDN+HFD" have better 
performance than "IEEE 802.11" in terms of both throughput (highly related to EN) and 
failing rate (related to HN). “SDN，，has an 0(«)-scalable and much higher throughput 
than "IEEE 802.11”，at the cost of increased failing rate. 
However, the throughputs with "HFD" and “SDN+HFD’，do not scale with n, due to the 
fixed PCS Range for RTS/CTS when the node density increases. This is similar to the 
non-scalability of 802.11 (where the PCS Range for all packets are fixed). 
2. Uniform power control (or receiving threshold adjustment 
We keep the settings in the 9-AP topology unchanged, and scale PCS Range and VCS 
Range down in proportion to the size of the cells. That is, for the 16-AP case, the ranges 
are reduced to 3/4 times the original values in the 9-AP case, and for the 25-AP case, 3/5 
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times the original values (This can be implemented through power/threshold adjustment, 
as discussed below.) Since dmax is also scaled down proportionally, the power budget 
requirements of HFD are still satisfied. 
If two-ray ground propagation model with the loss exponent 4 is assumed, (31)-(33) can 
written as 
P 一 = P(PnRange) oc P^/Range' ( 5 5 ) 
where Pth—oid stands for P•，Ppcs and Pvcs，and Range stands for PCS and VCS, 
respectively. 
Scheme 1: Adjust Pt 
According to (50), to reduce the ranges to a fraction of G times the original values, we 
can reduce Pt of all the nodes to a fraction of G^ times the original level, when keeping 
the threshold values PIM, Ppcs, Pvcs unchanged. For G=3/4, G^=0.316; for (7=3/5， 
G‘0.130. 
Equivalently, we can have scheme 2. 
Scheme 2: Adjust P滅，Ppcs and Pvcs 
An alternative to scheme 1 is to fix Pt，but adjust P—shoid {Punh Ppcs and Pvcs) of all the 
nodes to G^ times the original values. For (7=3/4，G'^ =3.16; for G=3/5, (7^7.69. 
With uniform power control in the grid topology, "HFD", “SDN+HFD”，and "802.11" 
becomes 0(«) scalable (Figure 9-5). As can be seen from Figure 9-5 and Figure 9-6, 
"HFD" and "SDN+HFD" have better performance than "802.11" in terms of both “Total 
Throughput" (highly related to EN) and "Failing rate" (related to HN). 
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Figure 9-6. Failing Rate (With Power Control) 
3. Non-uniform power control or receiving threshold adjustment 
Unlike 2，here different nodes can have different transmit power or receiving threshold, 
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which can be set properly after a node finds out its interference relationship with the 
neighboring links through the Power-Exchange Algorithm. This is fully distributed 
algorithms. And it's useful to networks where the nodes are not uniformly distributed. In 
[27], we have explored this scheme for IEEE 802.11 Basic Access Mode. It would be 
interesting to extend it to the RTS/CTS Access Mode to be combined with SDN. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusion 
In the seminal work of [1] [2], the authors established the fundamental capacity bounds 
for large-scale wireless networks. This work led to numerous follow-up investigations by 
the research community. Most of these efforts were theoretical in nature and they 
generally assumed "perfect scheduling" in which there is implicitly an all-knowing 
scheduler with global information to schedule node transmissions. Meanwhile, in the 
practical realm, the IEEE 802.11 WLAN based on a CSMA/CA MAC protocol has 
enjoyed tremendous commercial success. There is a gap between theory and practice 
today. 
This thesis is an attempt to fill the gap. Although there have been many investigations on 
the well-known exposed-node (EN) and hidden-node (HN) phenomena in 802.11 
networks, most of these investigations are based on incidental examples. 
This thesis has provided formal definitions for EN and HN needed for a more 
comprehensive study. Based on the definitions, we have shown that EN leads to 
non-scalable capacity as node density increases. In particular, non-scalability is 
fundamentally due to EN rather than HN. HN, on the other hand, causes excessive 
collisions, unfair bandwidth distributions and in the extreme case, bandwidth starvation. 
We have also devised a variant of the 802.11 MAC protocol called Selective Disregard of 
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NAVs (SDN) which achieves network capacity scalability by removing conditions 
leading to exposed nodes. In particular, we have argued that the 0{n) scalability based on 
perfect scheduling [2] is also achievable with CSMA/CA scheduling in infrastructure 
networks. 
In addition, we have derived a set of criteria, called Hidden-Node Free Design (HFD), to 
overcome hidden nodes. This is in contrast to many previous efforts which attempt to 
deal with the performance problems created by HN rather than to get to the root of the 
problem to remove HN directly. We have shown that HFD can be readily combined with 
SDN to achieve the advantages of both. 
Besides the above results, we believe that the framework in this thesis opens up many 
fruitful areas for further research. Some possibilities and preliminary comments are given 
below: 
Directional Antenna — This thesis has assumed omni antenna. The implication of 
directional antenna for scalability in 802.11 and 802.11-like wireless networks such as 
SDN will be interesting. In addition, the extent to which the HFD conditions can be 
relaxed with directional antenna is an outstanding issue. 
Irregular Power Propagation - A number of proofs in this thesis assume signal 
power decreases with propagation distance. Strictly speaking, this assumption is not valid 
in indoor environment in which the power-transfer function between nodes is not fully 
characterized by distance between them 一 short links may have lower received power 
than long links have. With regard to SDN, it is easy to see that the algorithms in Chapter 
5 will still work upon some minor re-interpretations of the inequalities. So, the 
assumption of regular power propagation is only necessary for the analytical study of 
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network capacity, not the correct operation of SDN itself. The conditions for HFD given 
in Chapter 7，however, require the assumption of regular power propagation. Preliminary 
investigation indicates that an HFD that does not depend on this assumption, and that 
depends on a power-exchange algorithm to find out the power-transfer matrix between 
nodes in actual field deployment, appears to be possible. However, there are several 
possible variants to be considered. 
Other 0(«)-scalable 802.11-like Protocols - SDN is only one of the many 
CSMA/CA protocols that can achieve 0(«) scalability. We believe there are many other 
possibilities, including those only make use of physical carrier sensing but not virtual 
carrier sensing. All of these protocols, however, will need to remove the EN problem to 
make the carrier-sensing mechanism scalable. In the context of the framework of this 
thesis，this means that the 紀-graph must emulate the 5-graph and not introduce artificial 
constraints that cause non-scalability. It would be interesting to explore these protocols to 
see how they compare not just in terms of the capacity, but also in terms of other 
performance measures as well as implementability. 
Dedicated control channel for RTS/CTS - In the thesis we have focused on single 
channel solution for practical consideration. Having a separate control channel for 
RTS/CTS, however, is helpful to reduce HN. Some RTS/CTS packets, which carry NAV 
information, can collide with other RTS/CTS or DATA/ACK packets and be lost. The 
partial loss of NAV information contributes to HN. Since RTS/CTS are short packets, 
their loss probability can be greatly reduced when put into a separate control channel. 





Condition for Correct Operation of PE 
The following condition is sufficient to ensure a node can discover all the s-edges 
relevant to itself: 
PiPERange - ) < 户(《似 VK (56) 
where PERange is the transmission range of the PE packets, and P(.) is the received 
power as a function of distance, a decreasing function of distance. 
Note: To meet (56) PE packets must be transmitted at a sufficiently low rate, like 
RTS/CTS packets. 
Proof. 
Suppose that there are s-edges between link {a, b) and link (c, d). Then at least one of 
inequalities in (1) - (8) is satisfied. Without loss of generality, assume P(a,b) < K P(c,b) 
so that the transmission by node c can interfere with the transmission on link (a, b). We 
want to show in this case that (i) the PE packets of node c can reach node b and node a, 
so that both nodes a and b will know the existing s-edges; and (ii) the PE packets of node 
b can also reach nodes c and d so that both c and d will know the existing s-edges. 
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Proof of (i) 
By definition, we have \a-b\< d^^. 
Then, if there are s-edges between {a, b) and (c，d)，and if (56) holds, we have 
Knc,b、> P(a,b) > P(d腿)>KP(PERange-d腿) ( 5 7 ) 
The above implies PERange-dmax〉\c-b\, since P(.) is a decreasing function of distance. 
So, 
PERange >\c-bl and (58) 
This means that if there are s-edges between links (c, d) and {a, b), the PE packets of 
node c can reach node b and a. 
Proof of (ii) 
From the proof of (i), we have PERange-dmax > \c-b\. So, 
PERange >\b-c\, and (59) 
PERange >\b-c\+d^^ >|6-c| +1 c-^/1>|1 
Thus, the PE packets of node b can reach node c and d. 
A point to note about the PE algorithm is as follows: 
PE packets are not the same as RTS/CTS packets, and PE packets are not used for 
carrier-sensing purposes. They are special packets transmitted so that nodes can construct 
the s-edges in their neighborhood. In particular, PE packets need to be transmitted only 
when the network topology or conditions have changed. The above periodic 
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transmissions of PE packets are mainly to simplify things and to make the algorithm 
more robust. (Usually when nodes' are not highly mobile, PE packets introduce little 
overhead because they do not need to be sent frequently.) 
Appendix 2 
HFD for basic access mode without the condition ‘‘Crt=Ct”. 
Consider Figure 10-1，suppose A is transmitting a DATA to B，and C intends to transmit a 
DATA to D. To avoid HN, the following must be true: 
( b ) 乂 C ) 
/ F ® < � 
( A ) H ^ cs / 
/ 
� ‘ � . "' ••  
Figure 10-1 Interaction of a pair of links 
For any link (C，D) in the neighborhood of link (A，B) where nodes A and C cannot 
carrier-sense each other, none of the inequalities (1) - (8) should be true. That is, there 
must not be 
(i) DATA-DATA collisions at B or D; 
(ii) ACK-ACK collisions at A or C; 
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(iii) DATA-ACK collisions at B or D. 
Sufficient Condition for Avoiding (1) - (8): Use of Restart Mode plus satisfaction of 
P(d^J>qP(PCS-2d^) ( 6 0 ) 
(61) 
Proof for (iii): We only present the proof for (iii). The proofs for (i) and (ii) are similar, 
but with less a stringent sufficient condition. With respect to Figure 10-1, suppose C 
cannot carrier-sense A, and the alleged sufficiency conditions (60) and (61) are satisfied, 
but (iii) is not. As a result HN occurs. We prove that this leads to a contradiction. Since A 
and C cannot sense each other, we have 
P(\C-A\)<P{PCS) ( 6 2 ) 
First, assume A's DATA arrives at B earlier than D's ACK. If (iii) is not true, and D's 
ACK collides with A's DATA at B, then 
P{\A-B\)<qPi\D-B\) ( 6 3 ) 
From (62) and the assumption that P{.) is a non-increasing function of distance, we have 
P{\C-A\-\A-B\-\C-D\)<P{CS-\A-B\-\C-D\) ( 6 4 ) 
Using Triangular Inequality, 
\D-A\<\D-B\ + \B-A\ 
\C-A\<\D-A\ + \C-D\ 
We have 
\C-A\<\D-B\ + \B-A\ + \C-D\ ( 6 5 ) 
Substituting (65) into (64), we get 
户(I D — 51) < P{PCS-\A-B\-\C-D\)< P{PCS - ) (66) 
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According to (63)，we have 
P{d^)<C,^P{\D-B\) ( 6 7 ) 
From (66) and (67)，we have 
腿)<CAPCS-2d腿) ( 6 8 ) 
But (68) contradicts with condition (60). 
Now, consider the case where D's ACK arrives at B earlier than A's DATA. If (iii) is not 
true, then 
P(\A-B\)<C,*P{\D-B\) ( 6 9 ) 
Since A must have sensed the medium to be idle for it to transmit, we have 
\A-D\>PCS 
Thus, the triangular inequality gives 
\B-D\>\A-D\-\A-B\>PCS-d^ ( 7 0 ) 
Also, 
M - 购 謹 (71) 
From (69), (70)，and (71)，we have 
戶 ( 心 狀 C , P { \ B-D\)< C,P{PCS - d 隨) ( 7 2 ) 
But (72) contradicts with condition (61). 
Therefore, D's ACK cannot collide with A's DATA at B. 




If Q 本 C,，two MORE power budget requirements are needed for HFD of RTS/CTS 
mode (Section 7.2): 
Power budget requirement 3: 
P(d,^)>CrtP(VCS-d^) ( 7 3 ) 
Inequality (73) is the requirement for proper restart. Consider link 1 (node a->node b) 
and link 2 (node c->node d). Say link 1 starts first. Suppose that node c can not hear the 
RTS or CTS from link 1 ； and node d can only hear the RTS transmitted by node a but not 
the CTS transmitted by node b. When the DATA/ACK handshake is in progress on link 1， 
node c sends an RTS (and later a DATA) to node d. Inequality (73) ensures that node d 
can decode this RTS (or DATA) with Restart Mode. The proof is similar to that of (45) 
(45) and (73) ensure that the virtual carrier-sensing operation can eliminate HN for 
DATA/ACK. However, there is still the possibility of HN for RTS/CTS. Since there is no 
additional layer of virtual carrier sensing to prevent the HN for RTS/CTS, RTS/CTS must 
count on PCS if HN among RTS/CTS is to be eliminated. 
Power budget requirement 4: 
nd^ ) ^  Crt P�PCSrts丨 CTS - ‘ a x ) ( 7 4 ) 
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